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Abstract. The general goal of clustering is to group data elements such that the intragroup similarities are high and the inter-group similarities are low. We present a clustering
algorithm called CBC (Clustering By Committee) that is shown to produce higher quality
clusters in document clustering tasks as compared to several well known clustering algorithms. It initially discovers a set of tight clusters (high intra-group similarity), called
committees, that are well scattered in the similarity space (low inter-group similarity). The
union of the committees is but a subset of all elements. The algorithm proceeds by assigning elements to their most similar committee. Evaluating cluster quality has always been a
difficult task. We present a new evaluation methodology based on the editing distance between output clusters and manually constructed classes (the answer key). This evaluation
measure is more intuitive and easier to interpret than previous evaluation measures.
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Introduction

Document clustering was initially proposed for improving the precision and recall of
information retrieval systems [14]. Because clustering is often too slow for large corpora and has indifferent performance [7], document clustering has been used more
recently in document browsing [3], to improve the organization and viewing of retrieval results [5], to accelerate nearest-neighbor search [1] and to generate Yahoolike hierarchies [10].
In this paper, we propose a clustering algorithm, CBC (Clustering By Committee),
which produces higher quality clusters in document clustering tasks as compared to
several well known clustering algorithms. Many clustering algorithms represent a
cluster by the centroid of all of its members (e.g., K-means) [11] or by a representative element (e.g., K-medoids) [9]. When averaging over all elements in a cluster, the
centroid of a cluster may be unduly influenced by elements that only marginally belong to the cluster or by elements that also belong to other clusters. Using a single
representative from a cluster may be problematic too because each individual element
has its own idiosyncrasies that may not be shared by other members of the cluster.
CBC constructs the centroid of a cluster by averaging the feature vectors of a subset of the cluster members. The subset is viewed as a committee that determines
which other elements belong to the cluster. By carefully choosing committee members, the features of the centroid tend to be the more typical features of the target class.
We introduce a new evaluation methodology that is based on the editing distance
between clustering results and manually constructed classes (the answer key).
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Related Work

Generally, clustering algorithms can be categorized as hierarchical and partitional. In
hierarchical agglomerative algorithms, clusters are constructed by iteratively merging
the most similar clusters. These algorithms differ in how they compute cluster similarity. In single-link clustering, the similarity between two clusters is the similarity between their most similar members while complete-link clustering uses the similarity
between their least similar members. Average-link clustering computes this similarity
as the average similarity between all pairs of elements across clusters. The complexity
of these algorithms is O(n2logn), where n is the number of elements to be clustered
[6]. These algorithms are too inefficient for document clustering tasks that deal with
large numbers of documents. In our experiments, one of the corpora we used is small
enough (2745 documents) to allow us to compare CBC with these hierarchical algorithms.
Chameleon is a hierarchical algorithm that employs dynamic modeling to improve
clustering quality [8]. When merging two clusters, one might consider the sum of the
similarities between pairs of elements across the clusters (e.g. average-link clustering).
A drawback of this approach is that the existence of a single pair of very similar elements might unduly cause the merger of two clusters. An alternative considers the
number of pairs of elements whose similarity exceeds a certain threshold [4]. However, this may cause undesirable mergers when there are a large number of pairs
whose similarities barely exceed the threshold. Chameleon clustering combines the
two approaches.
Most often, document clustering employs K-means clustering since its complexity
is linear in n, the number of elements to be clustered. K-means is a family of partitional clustering algorithms that iteratively assigns each element to one of K clusters
according to the centroid closest to it and recomputes the centroid of each cluster as
the average of the cluster’s elements. Because the initial centroids are randomly selected, the resulting clusters vary in quality. Some sets of initial centroids lead to poor
convergence rates or poor cluster quality.
Bisecting K-means [13], a variation of K-means, begins with a set containing one
large cluster consisting of every element and iteratively picks the largest cluster in the
set, splits it into two clusters and replaces it by the split clusters. Splitting a cluster
consists of applying the basic K-means algorithm α times with K=2 and keeping the
split that has the highest average element-centroid similarity.
Hybrid clustering algorithms combine hierarchical and partitional algorithms in an
attempt to have the high quality of hierarchical algorithms with the efficiency of partitional algorithms. Buckshot [3] addresses the problem of randomly selecting initial
centroids in K-means by combining it with average-link clustering. Cutting et al.
claim its clusters are comparable in quality to hierarchical algorithms but with a lower
complexity. Buckshot first applies average-link to a random sample of n elements
to generate K clusters. It then uses the centroids of the clusters as the initial K centroids of K-means clustering. The complexity of Buckshot is O(K×T×n + nlogn). The
parameters K and T are usually considered to be small numbers. Since we are dealing
with a large number of clusters, Buckshot and K-means become inefficient in practice.
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Furthermore, Buckshot is not always suitable. If one wishes to cluster 100,000 documents into 1000 newsgroup topics, Buckshot could generate only 316 initial centroids.

3

Representation

CBC represents elements as feature vectors. The features of a document are the terms
(usually stemmed words) that occur within it and the value of a feature is a statistic of
the term. For example, the statistic can simply be the term’s frequency, tf, within the
document. In order to discount terms with low discriminating power, tf is usually
combined with the term’s inverse document frequency, idf, which is the inverse of the
percentage of documents in which the term occurs. This measure is referred to as tfidf [12]:
tf-idf = tf × log idf
We use the mutual information [2] between an element and its features.
In our algorithm, for each element e, we construct a frequency count vector
C(e) = (ce1, ce2, …, cem), where m is the total number of features and cef is the frequency count of feature f occurring in element e. In document clustering, e is a document and cef is the term frequency of f in e. We construct a mutual information vector MI(e) = (mie1, mie2, …, miem), where mief is the mutual information between element e and feature f, which is defined as:
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Algorithm

CBC consists of three phases. In Phase I, we compute each element’s top-k similar
elements. In our experiments, we used k = 20. In Phase II, we construct a collection of
tight clusters, where the elements of each cluster form a committee. The algorithm
tries to form as many committees as possible on the condition that each newly formed
committee is not very similar to any existing committee. If the condition is violated,
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Input:

A list of elements E to be clustered, a similarity database S from Phase I,
thresholds θ1 and θ2.

Step 1: For each element e ∈ E
Cluster the top similar elements of e from S using average-link clustering.
For each cluster discovered c compute the following score: |c| ×
avgsim(c), where |c| is the number of elements in c and avgsim(c) is the
average pairwise similarity between elements in c.
Store the highest-scoring cluster in a list L.
Step 2: Sort the clusters in L in descending order of their scores.
Step 3: Let C be a list of committees, initially empty.
For each cluster c ∈ L in sorted order
Compute the centroid of c by averaging the frequency vectors of its elements and computing the mutual information vector of the centroid in
the same way as we did for individual elements.
If c’s similarity to the centroid of each committee previously added to C
is below a threshold θ1, add c to C.
Step 4: If C is empty, we are done and return C.
Step 5: For each element e ∈ E
If e’s similarity to every committee in C is below threshold θ2, add e to a
list of residues R.
Step 6: If R is empty, we are done and return C.
Otherwise, return the union of C and the output of a recursive call to
Phase II using the same input except replacing E with R.
Output: a list of committees.
Figure 1. Phase II of CBC.

the committee is simply discarded. In the final phase of the algorithm, each element is
assigned to its most similar cluster.
4.1

Phase I: Find top-similar elements

Computing the complete similarity matrix between pairs of elements is obviously
quadratic. However, one can dramatically reduce the running time by taking advantage of the fact that the feature vector is sparse. By indexing the features, one can
retrieve the set of elements that have a given feature. To compute the top similar elements of an element e, we first sort the mutual information vector MI(e) and then only
consider a subset of the features with highest mutual information. Finally, we compute the pairwise similarity between e and the elements that share a feature from this
subset. Since high mutual information features tend not to occur in many elements,
we only need to compute a fraction of the possible pairwise combinations. With
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18,828 elements, Phase I completes in 38 minutes. Using this heuristic, similar words
that share only low mutual information features will be missed by our algorithm.
However, in our experiments, this had no visible impact on cluster quality.
4.2

Phase II: Find committees

The second phase of the clustering algorithm recursively finds tight clusters scattered
in the similarity space. In each recursive step, the algorithm finds a set of tight clusters, called committees, and identifies residue elements that are not covered by any
committee. We say a committee covers an element if the element’s similarity to the
centroid of the committee exceeds some high similarity threshold. The algorithm then
recursively attempts to find more committees among the residue elements. The output
of the algorithm is the union of all committees found in each recursive step. The details of Phase II are presented in Figure 1.
In Step 1, the score reflects a preference for bigger and tighter clusters. Step 2
gives preference to higher quality clusters in Step 3, where a cluster is only kept if its
similarity to all previously kept clusters is below a fixed threshold. In our experiments,
we set θ1 = 0.35. Step 4 terminates the recursion if no committee is found in the previous step. The residue elements are identified in Step 5 and if no residues are found,
the algorithm terminates; otherwise, we recursively apply the algorithm to the residue
elements. Each committee that is discovered in this phase defines one of the final
output clusters of the algorithm.
4.3

Phase III: Assign elements to clusters

In Phase III, every element is assigned to the cluster containing the committee to
which it is most similar. This phase resembles K-means in that every element is assigned to its closest centroid. Unlike K-means, the number of clusters is not fixed and
the centroids do not change (i.e. when an element is added to a cluster, it is not added
to the committee of the cluster).

5

Evaluation Methodology

Many cluster evaluation schemes have been proposed. They generally fall under two
categories:
!
!

comparing cluster outputs with manually generated answer keys (hereon
referred to as classes); and
embedding the clusters in an application (e.g. information retrieval) and
using its evaluation measure.

One approach considers the average entropy of the clusters, which measures the
purity of the clusters [13]. However, maximum purity is trivially achieved when each
element forms its own cluster.
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Given a partitioned set of n elements, there are n × (n − 1) / 2 pairs of elements that
are either in the same partition or not. The partition implies n × (n − 1) / 2 decisions.
Another way to evaluate clusters is to compute the percentage of the decisions that are
in agreement between the clusters and the classes [15]. This measure sometimes gives
unintuitive results. Suppose the answer key consists of 20 equally sized classes with
1000 elements in each. Treating each element as its own cluster gets a misleadingly
high score of 95%.
The evaluation of document clustering algorithms in information retrieval often
uses the embedded approach [5]. Suppose we cluster the documents returned by a
search engine. Assuming the user is able to pick the most relevant cluster, the performance of the clustering algorithm can be measured by the average precision of the
chosen cluster. Under this scheme, only the best cluster matters.
The entropy and pairwise decision schemes each measure a specific property of
clusters. However, these properties are not directly related to application-level goals
of clustering. The information retrieval scheme is goal-oriented, however it measures
only the quality of the best cluster. We propose an evaluation methodology that
strikes a balance between generality and goal-orientation.
Like the entropy and pairwise decision schemes, we assume that there is an answer
key that defines how the elements are supposed to be clustered. Let C be a set of clusters and A be the answer key. We define the editing distance, dist(C, A), as the number
of operations required to transform C into A. We allow three editing operations:
!
!
!

merge two clusters;
move an element from one cluster to another; and
copy an element from one cluster to another.

Let B be the baseline clustering where each element is its own cluster. We define
the quality of cluster C as follows:

1−

dist (C , A)
dist (B, A)

This measure can be interpreted as the percentage of savings from using the clustering result to construct the answer key versus constructing it from scratch (i.e. the
baseline).
We make the assumption that each element belongs to exactly one cluster. The
transformation procedure is as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Suppose there are m classes in the answer key. We start with a list of m
empty sets, each of which is labeled with a class in the answer key.
For each cluster, merge it with the set whose class has the largest number
of elements in the cluster (a tie is broken arbitrarily).
If an element is in a set whose class is not the same as one of the element’s classes, move the element to a set where it belongs.
If an element belongs to more than one target class, copy the element to
all sets corresponding to the target classes (except the one to which it already belongs).
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Figure 2. An example of applying the transformation rules to three clusters. A) The classes in
the answer key; B) the clusters to be transformed; C) the sets used to reconstruct the classes
(Rule 1); D) the sets after three merge operations (Step 2); E) the sets after one move operation
(Step 3); F) the sets after one copy operation (Step 4).

Table 1. The number of classes in each test data set and the number of elements in their largest
and smallest classes.

DATA SET

TOTAL DOCS

TOTAL CLASSES

LARGEST CLASS

SMALLEST CLASS

Reuters
20-news

2745
18828

92
20

1045
999

1
628

dist(C, A) is the number of operations performed using the above transformation rules
on C.
Figure 2 shows an example. In D) the cluster containing e could have been merged
with either set (we arbitrarily chose the second). The total number of operations is 5.
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Experimental Results

6.1

Test Data

We conducted document-clustering experiments with two data sets: Reuters-21578
V1.21 and 20news-188282 (see Table 1). For the Reuters corpus, we selected documents that:
1.
2.
3.

are assigned one or more topics;
have the attribute LEWISSPLIT=“TEST”; and
have <BODY> and </BODY> tags.

There are 2745 such documents. The 20news-18828 data set contains 18828 newsgroup articles partitioned (nearly) evenly across 20 different newsgroups.

1
2

http://www.research.att.com/~lewis/reuters21578.html
http://www.ai.mit.edu/people/jrennie/20_newsgroups/
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Table 2. Cluster quality (%) of several algorithms on the Reuters and 20-news data sets.

REUTERS

20-NEWS

65.00
62.38
62.03
60.80
58.67
63.00
46.22
31.53
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Figure 3. K-means cluster quality on the 20news data set for different values of K plotted of over eight iterations.
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Figure 4. Buckshot cluster quality on the
20-news data set for different values of K
plotted of over eight iterations.

Cluster Evaluation

We clustered the data sets using CBC and the clustering algorithms of Section 2 and
applied the evaluation methodology from the previous section. Table 2 shows the
results. The columns are our editing distance based evaluation measure. CBC outperforms K-means with K=1000 by 4.14%. On the 20-news data set, our implementation
of Chameleon was unable to complete in reasonable time. For the 20-news corpus,
CBC spends the vast majority of the time finding the top similar documents (38 minutes) and computing the similarity between documents and committee centroids (119
minutes). The rest of the computation, which includes clustering the top-20 similar
documents for every one of the 18828 documents and sorting the clusters, took less
than 5 minutes. We used a Pentium III 750MHz processor and 1GB of memory.
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Figure 5. Comparison of cluster quality between K-means and Buckshot for different K on
the 20-news data set.

6.3

K-means and Buckshot

Figure 3 and Figure 4 show the cluster quality of different K’s on the 20-news data set
plotted over eight iterations of the K-means and Buckshot algorithms respectively.
The cluster quality for K-means clearly increases as K reaches 1000 although the
increase in quality slows down between K=60 and K=1000.
Buckshot has similar performance to K-means on the Reuters corpus; however it
performs much worse on the 20-news corpus. This is because K-means performs well
on this data set when K is large (e.g. K=1000) whereas Buckshot cannot have K
higher than 18828 = 137 . On the Reuters corpus, the best clusters for K-means were
obtained with K = 50, and Buckshot can have K as large as 2745 = 52 . However, as
K approaches 52, Buckshot degenerates to the K-means algorithm, which explains
why Buckshot has similar performance to K-means. Figure 5 compares the cluster
quality between K-means and Buckshot for different values of K on the 20-news data
set.

7

Conclusion

Document clustering is an important tool in information retrieval. We presented a
clustering algorithm, CBC, which can handle a large number of documents, a large
number of output clusters, and a large sparse feature space. It discovers clusters using
well-scattered tight clusters called committees. In our experiments on document clustering, we showed that CBC outperforms several well-known hierarchical, partitional,
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and hybrid clustering algorithms in cluster quality. For example, in one experiment,
CBC outperforms K-means by 4.14%.
Evaluating cluster quality has always been a difficult task. We presented a new
evaluation methodology that is based on the editing distance between output clusters
and manually constructed classes (the answer key). This evaluation measure is more
intuitive and easier to interpret than previous evaluation measures.
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